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1. Labex CAMI 

Medical Interventions (surgery, interventional radiology, radiotherapy) can provide a significant boost for progress in 
terms of patient-specific optimal planning and performance. To fulfill patient’s demand for Quality, Senior Operators 
demand to see beyond the immediately visible, to be assisted in their real-time vital decisions and to accede to 
enhanced dexterity, while junior operators request to “learn to fly” before being left alone, and Public Health 
Authorities and companies require demonstration of the Medical Benefit of innovations. 

The Computer Assisted Medical Interventions LABEX (CAMI LABEX) strategic vision is that an integrated approach of 
medical interventions will result in a breakthrough in terms of quality of medical interventions, demonstrated in 
terms of medical benefits and degree of penetration of CAMI technology in routine clinical practice. 

The Labex CAMI aims in particular in the next five years to address two challenges, including the development of 
endoluminal interventions. This thesis subject is part of this challenge. 

2. Thesis topic 

Among minimally invasive surgical techniques, endovascular therapies have experienced a very important 
development in recent years [1]. The endovascular technique has become the therapeutic reference for a large 
number of pathologies (stroke, stenosis, aneurysm). It is accompanied by permanent evolutions and innovations in 
terms of devices (coils, balloons, stents, bifurcated and fenestrated stent-grafts, transcatheter bioprosthetic valves, 
etc.) that must be navigated in the vascular structures until the lesion before operating their deployment. 

The prerequisite for any endovascular treatment is to be able to access the target site quickly and efficiently. This 
navigation step, or catheterization, is performed by means of catheters and flexible guides co-manipulated by the 
practitioner with regard to interventional imaging (most often a temporal sequence of 2D X-ray images during the 
access phase). At the beginning or during the procedure, it is necessary to avoid iterative gestures, to minimize X-ray 
exposure (patient and medical team) and contrast medium injection (nephrotoxicity) [2]. During access to the 
treatment site, catheterization involves a technical gesture that can be very difficult, and sometimes impossible, in 
complex anatomical configurations [3]. This complexity is often related to the lack of catheter control during 
passages of vascular tortuosity [4-8]. These difficulties are accentuated by the lack of decision support tools. In 
addition, the ongoing evolution of endovascular devices and practices, the recent advances in active catheterization 
based on Memory Shape Alloy technology [9-11], offer new perspectives to overcome current limitations. 

The aim of the PhD thesis is to study and propose solutions for guiding endovascular navigation through complex 
pathways as well as for secured and controlled access to target sites that are difficult or impossible to reach at 
present. 
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Fusion / augmented reality techniques [12] [13] could be better exploited by integrating functions for characterizing 
shapes and trajectories [14] in complex anatomical and pathological configurations (low-contrasted collateral 
arteries, supra-aortic trunks), for visualizing and quantifying deviations (error / drift detection) between planned 
trajectory / ideal configuration and actual observed course in order to adapt the gesture and the control of the 
catheter-guide system in real time during the intervention. If the proposed approach will take into account the 
access devices (guide - catheter) conventionally used in routine, one will particularly consider the case of new multi-
curves active devices (guide - catheter) whose shape can be adapted to complex anatomical configurations that raise 
specific issues about their configuration and control by the operator. The work will address more specifically the 
following issues: 

- Description of patient data from preoperative images (CT, MRI). 
- Analysis, modeling and comparison of shapes. 
- Matching (preoperative CT / MRI, intraoperative fluoroscopy) and representation. 
- Catheterization guidance and endovascular navigation assistance. 

4. Qualifications 

Master degree in the field of information processing or biomedical engineering. The skills sought relate more 
specifically to image processing, computer vision, programming, machine learning and automatic control. 

5. Application procedure 

No longer open. 
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